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Abstract. Based on a new paradigm of neural networks consisting of neurons with local memory 
(NNLM), we discuss the representation of a control system by neural networks. Using this 
representation, the basic issues of complete controllability and observability for the system are 
addressed. A separation principle of learning and control is presented for NNLM. The result 
shows that the weights of the network will not affect its dynamics. Some results about local 
linearization via change of coordinate and nonlinear transformation are also given. 
1. NLM AND NETWORKS WITH NLM 
The term, neurons with local memory (NLM), comes from the presence of dynamics inside 
each of the neurons we are interested in. The incorporation of dynamics inside each neuron is 
the main difference between our treatment and the conventional McCulloch-Pitts neurons [l]. 
The incorporation of dynamics in each neuron results in the flow of outputs from neurons 
even without any inputs. Thus, the NLM’s may also be termed dynamical or active neurons. 
A basic structure of a NLM is shown in Figure l(a) where label j denotes the jth neuron. 
Quantities y’k, u:j,. . . , u?‘j are the output and inputs to the neuron at time step k. Symbol 
2-l is the backshift operator and s;’ is the inverse of the transfer function for the neuron 
j. 
The output gi of a NLM can be written as, 
d = sj(as;‘(~;_,) + 2 5 WjiU’k’j), 0) 
i=l 
where aj is a scalar whose value represents the dynamics in neuron j, ci is another scalar 
and the WADS are the weights of connection from other neurons to neuron j. Setting aj = 0 
and ci = 1 immediately yields the conventional input-output relationship for the conven- 
tional McCulloch-Pitts neurons, from which it follows that the input-output relationship of 
a conventional neuron is actually a special case of that of NLM. 
An alternative and more informative input-output representation of a NLM can be given 
by introducing an internal state variable z), 
d = Sj(ddi), k E Z, (2) 
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(a) Neurons with Local Memory. (b) General Structure of NNLM. 
Figure 1. NLM and NNLM. 
from which (1) can be derived easily. The system equation (2) is called the node system and 
again setting aj = 0 and cJ’ = 1 in (2) yields the input-output relationship of a conventional 
neuron. 
The advantage of representation (2) over representation (1) is self-explanatory by intro- 
ducing the internal state di. A necessary condition for the node system to be asymptotically 
stable is that aj’s lie inside the unit disc in the complex plane. Though in this section we 
assume that sj is linear, we shall generally consider sj to be nonlinear, e.g., a commonly 
used sigmoidal function. 
Having defined the basic structure for NLM, we can construct a neural network whose 
elements are NLM’s. For the sake of compactness, we denote the NNLM with m inputs, n 
hidden nodes and p outputs by Nm,n,p. For simplicity, however, we shall only consider the 
single-input and single-output (SISO) system. 
A general structure for NNLM is shown in Figure l(b). The state equations are 
node0 : 
4 1 . = a”&1 + t_,k Y: = sc(c”x”,), 
nodel,...,noden-2: 
4 = QiXi_l + Wli,t& 
Yf = S1(CiX:)j i= 1,2 I..., n-2, 
n-1 = 
noden- 1 : 
zk fJ”-‘ZiI: + C;li’ Wai& 
Yk = s~(c”-12~-l), 
where the ai’s are scalars representing the dynamics of the ith node system, 8j are the trans- 
fer functions which are generally sigmoidal and wij are the weights for the path connecting 
adjacent layers. 
Assuming for a moment that the transfer functions so, sg and ss are all linear and defin- 
ing the state-variable vector: xi = [zz, . . . , ziml], we can represent the node system in a 
compact form: 
xk = hck + BUk, 
Yk = cxk, (3) 
where matrices A, B and C are defined in an obvious way. Equation (3) represents a linear 
state and output equation with the transfer matrix being a lower-triangle one. By assigning 
a’(0 2 i s n - 1) in A, we can alter the dynamics in (3). Based on the results of analysis 
on controllability and observability in the next section, we immediately have the following: 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that sj(.), j = 0, 1, 2, are linear functions and ai # aj for i # j. 
Any strictly proper SISO nth-order linear system without repeated eigenvaiues can be real- 
ized by Nl,,,-a,~ with ai being the eigenvalues of the system. 
PROOF: Because the system (3) is completely controllable and observable (see Theorem 2), 
the transfer function C(s1- A)-LB has no pole-zero cancellation between its numerator 
and denominator. Since the order of the denominator polynomial is n, it represents a typical 
nth-order rational transfer function. I 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 
(i) yij # 0 for all i, j 
(ii) c’ # 0 for all i 
Then, the system (3) is completely controllable if and only if the following relation holds 
a’ # aj for i # j, i,j = 1,2 ,..., n - 2. (4) 
PROOF: (Sufficiency) We shall prove this part by using the Popov-Belevitch-Hautus rank 
test (see [2]). Let A1 = [sl - A B] be defined as follows: 
A1 = 
0 0 . . . 0 0 1 
8 - 41 0 . . . 0 0 WllCO 
0 s-2 . . . 0 0 W12C0 
where ii = Crzl’ wliw2ic”ci. Then obviously Al has rank n ifs is not an eigenvalue of Al. 
The following cases should be considered 
(i) s = a0 but a0 # ai for i 1 1 
(ii) 9 = a0 and a0 = ai for some i 2 1 , 
(iii) 8 = ai for 1 5 i <.n - 2 
(ri s = a”-’ but a”-’ # aa. forO_<i<n-1 
v s = an-l and a*-’ = a* for some 0 5 i C n - 1 
For each of these cases, performing a series of elementary transformations on the matrix A1 
leads to a matrix whose rank is n. From the Popov-Belevitch-Hautus rank test, we have 
proved the sufficiency part. 
(Necessity) The necessity can be proved by contradiction. Letting ai = aj for some 
i # j, i,j = 1,2 ,..., n - 2 yields a matrix A# which has rank less than n. I 
REMARKS: From the proof, it is not hard to show that the condition that a0 = a’(1 5 i 5 
n - 1) or an-l = aj(0 5 j < n - 2) is allowed and thus the system is still controllable even 
for the repeated eigenvalues;O = ai or a”-’ = aj for some i and j between 1 and n - 1. 
There is a similar result about the observability of the system. For the sake of conciseness, 
that result will not be given here. Interested readers may refer to [3]. 
2. SEPARATION PRINCIPLE OF LEARNING AND CONTROL 
In this section, we shall discuss the effects of the weights on the overall performance of 
the system. It turns out that the weights of the network will not affect the dynamics of the 
system. In fact, the transfer function of the system (3) has a very important property that 
the weights of the network will only affect the numerator of the system and the eigenvalues 
of the system will not be affected. In general, we have the following: 
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Transfer Function = d(s; w, a, c) 
n;i;(s - Q)’ 
(5) 
where w = (Wij)nxn, a = (a’, . . .,u”-~), c = (c”,cl, . . . ,c+‘) and d(s; w, a, c) is 
a polynomial of order n - 1 with coefficients being the linear combination of entries of 
matrices w, a and c. This can be formally stated as: 
PROPERTY 1. The dynamics of the system will not be affected by changing the weights of 
the network. 
Based on this property, together with the property of the network that the NLM’s are a 
generalization of the McCulloch-Pitts neurons, we can come up with a separation principle 
of learning and control. The importance of the principle lies in the fact that before we 
actually use the system, a learning procedure can be employed by setting all ai’s to be zero 
and to make the system have the desired stationary property. A standard backpropagation 
algorithm can be employed for the learning. After training, we resume all a“~ and the 
system is then ready to be used. 
PROPERTY 2. The training process of an iVNLM and the control process after training can 
be separated. 
3. LINEARIZATION VIA CHANGE OF COORDINATES AND NONLINEAR FEEDBACK 
Before we go further into the discussion about this issue, let us look at our discrete- 
time system whose nonlinearity arises from the nonlinear transfer function. The state-space 
description of the system has the form: 
n-2 
xk = uJq”-_2)C”ao + a”-2x;~; + Wl(n--2)C0~k, 
n-2 
n-1 = 
‘k a “-S!;-: + c w2is2(ciaixi_l + ciwljcoaox~_-l + ciwlicouk), 
i=l 
yk = &?-2x;-1), 
(6) 
from which we know that the overall system consists of a linear sub-system cascaded by 
a nonlinear subsystem, together with a nonlinear output equation. This in turn implies 
that the overall system is a nonlinear one. For system (6), it is not hard to show that the 
equilibrium point (I*, u’) satisfying f(x*, ‘1~‘) = x* has the form: 
xo* _ Ii* -- 
l-a”’ 
21* - 
l [ - - 1 - a1 
qlc”aoxo* + wllc”u*], 
(7) 
’ 
n-2 
Jn-l)* = 
1 - an-1 1 C 2u2i82(ciaixi* + cizDlicOaOZO* + CitllliCoU*) . i=l I 
Before we formally state our result, let us look at a sequence of distributions given by 
Grizzle in [4]. The following sequence of distributions will be instrumental in the solution 
of the feedback linearization problem for (6). Let M be a subspace of R”, U be a subspace 
of Rm and ?r : M x U + M be the canonical projection. The sequence of distributions are 
given by 
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Do 3;l(O), 
a+1 =7pf*(Q), (8) 
where f+ is the dual vector space homomorphism from TM x TU to TM. Then, we have 
the following: 
THEOREM 3. Consider the discrete-time nonlinear system (6) about the equilibrium point 
(z*, u*). If a’ # 0 for 0 5 i 5 n + 1, then the system is linear&able around (z*, u’) to a 
controllable linear system. 
PROOF: Ster, 1: From Lemma 6.1 in [3], we know that f* has full rank around the equi- 
librium (t*, u*). Therefore, we can apply the algorithm given by Grizzle in [4] to compute 
Di. 
Let K = ker f+. Note that f. : TM x TU + TM, and TM x TU c R” x R and 
TM C R”. Therefore, f*(d,. . . , iP,ii) = (til, . . . , ii”, 6) A where A is given in [3]. After 
performing some elementary transformations on A, it is not hard to show that the equality 
f*(srl,iG,..., 7i”,7i)=OimpliesthatIi2=...=7in-1=Sin=O,but7i=-a0$.So 
( d d K=span ii’~-a”ti’~ > , 
= span (F), 
where p = & - a”& and dim(K)=l. 
Sten 2: Let D,-, = r; l(O). Then, we have D 
r;‘f+(Di) for 0 5 i < 
0 = span(&) and dim(Do)=l. Let Di+l = 
n. It is not hard to show that Di + K is involutive and has constant 
dimension. Repeatedly applying Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 from [3] on Di and using 
induction on i gives a D, whose dimension is n + 1. It follows from Grizzle’s necessary 
and sufficient condition [4] that the nonlinear system is linearizable to a controllable linear 
system. I 
4. CONCLUSION 
The lack of rigorous mathematical representation of control systems in current paradigms 
of feedforward and recurrent neural networks is a drawback to the development of research 
on neural networks for control. This paper is an attempt to mathematically formulate the 
control systems inside the neural networks. This is only the first step for the direction of 
this research. There are many open problems worthy of further research. Some of them 
are: to design a controller which has the same structure and close the loop; to implement 
differential game problems in this paradigm; and to do research on the multivariable case. 
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